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Conversion specifications

Dictionaries

Categories of syllables (SYLLABLE)
Chronological subdivisions (CHRON)
Conventional names, brief form (C3)
Conventional place names, heading form (C1)
Conventional place names, straight form (C2)
Exclusion list (EXC)
Japanese syllables which match Wade-Giles (JWG)
Korean syllables which match Wade-Giles (KWG)
Multi-syllabic generic terms for jurisdictions used as part of a proper name (G3)
Standard conversion table (STD)
Subject headings, corporate bodies (SUBJ-3)
Subject headings, geographics (SUBJ-2)
Subject headings, geographics in brief form (SUBJ-4)
Subject headings, topical (SUBJ-1)

Conversion Sequences

Japanese/Korean Discriminator Patterns (JK)
Mixed text (MXTXT)
Single syllable generic terms for jurisdictions used in proper names (G1)
Taiwan place names, brief form (T3)
Taiwan place names, brief form in field 752 (T4)

Taiwan place names, heading form (T1)

Taiwan place names, straight form (T2)

Two-syllable place names, in which the second syllable is a generic term (G2)

Conversion sequence not used in OCLC's conversion of non-Chinese records:

Personal names (PER)